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Map 1.1. Moscow. CAD. Elite new buildings. Supply volume and structure. New properties

Source: Blackwood Company data

By the results of February 2012 the supply volume in the primary elite residential market gained 15.6%:
apartments in a new RC “Literator” (23/7 Lva Tolstogo str. – territory of SUE “Experimental plant of beverages in
Khamovniki”), White Tower in Barkli Park RC (6 Sovetskoy Armii str.) and in the house in 13 Tsvetnoy boulevard
street entered the market.
On the whole, about 200 apartments entered the market. All in all, approx 1, 200 elite apartments (215.3
thous.sq.m.) were offered as of the end of February 2012.
It was announced in the past month about Hals-Development company’s plans on the construction of an elite
residential complex within the territory of Champaign factory “Kornet” on Sadovnicheskaya embankment. The
construction is to start after the completion of implementation of Literator project, which, according to the
developers’ estimates, will take 1.5-2 years.
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Map 1.2. Moscow. CAD. Elite residential space. Prices

Graph 1.1. Dynamics of price for elite residential space (exclusive of apartments)

Source: Blackwood Company data

In February 2012, minor growth of average price was noted in the secondary market of elite flats and in the
primary market of elite apartments (1-3.5% to the level of the previous month). The average price in the primary
market of elite flats experienced a decline of 1.1% and constituted $18, 800 per sq.m. The average price in the
secondary market of elite flats reached $24, 250 per sq.m, in the market of apartments - $14, 350 per sq.m. The
price range by the results of the month constituted from $9, 600 per sq.m. (“Sadovie Kvartali” RC) to $60, 000
per sq.m. (“Barkli Virgin House” RC).
Buyers’ activity at the beginning of 2012 declined versus the last months of 2011, and, however, stays at the
level of the analogous period of last year.
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Map 2.1. Moscow. CAD. Supply volume and structure

Source: Blackwood Company data

In February 2012, a low activity of the office real estate market players’ activity was still observed, the volume
of lease deals (see the Spreadsheet below) was 20% down versus January. A cumulative volume of office
premises, leased in February, amounted to approx 16 thous.sq.m.
No important deals on the purchase of office premises have taken place since the beginning of the year. In
future the implementation of a number of large transactions, related to the sale of B.Ivanshvili’s portfolio of
Russian assets is expected. The portfolio includes about 1 mln.sq.m. of commercial real estate, particularly
Summit MFC (office part – 18.5 thous.sq.m.).
Besides, Moscow bank of Sberbank of Russia plans to change up to 40% of offices during several years
aiming the improvement of quality and provision of services. Currently, more than 700 offices of Sberbank
operate in Moscow.
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Map 2.2. Moscow. Rental rates*. Delivered properties. Announced projects

Source: Blackwood Company data

No office centers were put into operation in February. Besides, authorities prohibited WWF organization the
demolition of a building in the center of the city with the further construction of an eco-office “Panda-home” (1.2
thous. sq.m.). Positive events of the month include the appearance of several new projects:
•

Tashir GC plans to complete CityPoint BC (27 thous. sq.m.) in Moscow-City MIBC in Q3 2012;

•

Promsvyaznedvizhimost company will build Aerodrom BC (36 thous. sq.m.) in Leningradsky prosp. by the
end of the year;

•

Alfa-Group unfreezes the construction of Two Captains BC (96 thous.sq.m.) in Krasnogorsk;

•

Hals-development obtained the permission for the redevelopment of 12 properties of the factory in
Khamovniki.
Spreadsheet. Some lease transactions, February 2012
Tenant

Name of property

Leased area

Address

Jones Lang LaSalle

BC “Vivaldi Plaza”

3 000 sq. m

8/4 Kozhevnicheskaya

OOO “Insurance Company “Soglasie””

BC Capital House

2 700 sq. m

10/11 Letnikovskaya

STS Group

BC Silver Stone

2 000 sq. m

14 Serebryakova pr-d

HMS Group

BC “Linkor”

2 000 sq. m

12 Aviakonstruktora Mikoyana

ZAO “”Medsi GC”

BC Brent City

1 377 sq. m

57 Dubinskaya, bld.1

* - hereinafter rental rates are indicated exclusive of VAT and OPEX
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Map 3.1. Professional retail centers’ entry to the market, regional cities

Source: Blackwood Company data

In February, professional retail real estate supply increased by 276, 000 sq.m. in regional cities (rentable area
– 190, 000 sq.m.) due to the opening of three retail-entertainment centers. Thus, an official opening of MEGA
REC took place in Samara (a technical opening was in December 2011), anchor tenants were traditionally IKEA,
Auchan and Leroy Merlin. “June” REC was opened in Ufa, which was the forth property in the chain of RC, which
is developed by Regioni GC (O’Key hypermarket and Technosila appliance and electronics store acted as the
anchor tenants). The opening of KomsoMALL retail-entertainment center, which became the largest REC of the
city, took place in Volgograd. Currently anchor tenants and retail gallery of the complex are operating partially, a
gradual packing of empty premises is planned during Q2 2012.
It should be brought to notice that the implementation of mentioned RECs had begun before the crisis 2008
and their opening was shifted more than once. Therefore, a trend, which took place in Moscow in 2009-2010,
when many large projects, which had begun before the crisis, were completed and delivered to the market, is
found now in regional cities.
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Map 3.2. Moscow. Range of rental rates for retail premises by AD

Source: Blackwood Company data

In February, a landmark event in the Moscow market of professional retail real estate was the opening of
retail gallery in the structure of the “Moskva” hotel, a large tenant of which was Podium Market department store.
Its area amounts to about 7, 000 sq.m. (about 30, 000 sq.m. of all the retail gallery). According to the project
participants’ announcements, the sale of designer’s clothes and shoes collection in the “higher than medium”
segment is planned in the department store. Taking into account a many years’ experience of Podium in the
Russian market, a success of the company’s new project may be forecasted as well, however, a well-elaborated
price and marketing politics shall contribute to it.
No important changes of the market indices took place in the street retail segment in February: the rental
rates and the level of vacant premises fluctuated with minor dynamics. However, the increase of the market
participants’ activity may be stated: traditionally, a reconsideration of rental agreements and the search of new
tenants at more profitable terms fell on the beginning of the year.
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Map 4.1. Moscow. Structure of hotel room stock

Source: Blackwood Company data.

No significant hotel property was opened in Moscow or regional cities in February, however, the market
players continue to announce plans on the implementation of new projects.
Thus, it was reported about Moscow Government City building – land commission’s approval of hotel projects
in 16/2 Tverskaya str., bld.2 (100-120 rooms), as well as in M. Kozikhinsky per. (110 rooms). According to
developers’ plans, both properties will operate in the upper segment of the market.
A chain of luxe-class boutique-hotels Oetker Collection, which manages hotels in France and Germany,
announced its intention to enter the markets of Moscow and St.-Petersburg. The company plans to work in
Russia according to traditional for operators scheme, i.e. take hotels into management.
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Map 4.2. New projects of hotels under international operators’ management, regional cities

Source: Blackwood Company data

February events confirm the preservation of international hotel operators’ high interest to regional Russian
cities. Thus, the projects on the construction of the Mercury hotel in Kemerovo (155 rooms), as well as
InterContinental in St-Petersburg (159 rooms) were announced during the month. It was also announced about
the replacement of potential operator of a hotel under construction in Ufa: the developer plans to attract Hilton
Worldwide to the management of the property instead of Accor Group, however, the agreement with the
management company has not been signed yet.
As it has been noted before, international operators’ interest is shifting from regional cities-millionaires to
smaller cities, where there is still a very low level of competition. Thus, the Mercury hotel in Kemerovo may
become the first in the city property under international operator’s management, which may become a key factor
of the project’s market success.
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Map 5.1. Moscow Region. Countryside projects, which entered the market

Source: Blackwood Company data

In February 2012, the countryside residential real estate market players’ activity advanced: the sales in four
cottage settlements were opened during this period: a new business class project – FORTOPS settlement from
developers of “Olympic village Novogorsk” appeared in the Kaluzhskoe highway. The project is located within
24 km of the Kaluzhskoe highway, occupies the territory of 10 ha and is designed for 62 households measuring
185-340 sq.m. Besides, in February, Dmitrov-ka company announced the start of sales of a new cottage
settlement located within 56 km from MKAD – “Dmitrovka Village 2” (129 land plots measuring from 7.5 to 9
sotkas, with and without building contracts). All in all, during 2012 the developer will introduce 3 cottage
settlements to the market. Another business class settlement appeared in the Novorizhskoe highway –
Berestovo Club project located within 30 km from Moscow in the area of Krasny Poselok village, where land
plots with building contracts are offered for sale. Besides, in February, Promsvyaznedvizhimost company began
the sale of land plots without building contracts in “Nikolo-Pyatnitskoe-2” project located within 15 km from
MKAD along the Pyatnitskoe highway. The project presents 115 land plots measuring 10-12 sotkas, it is the
second stage of a successfully implemented settlement “Nikolo-Pyatnitskoe”.
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Map 5.2. Moscow Region. Organized countryside settlements. Prices

Source: Blackwood Company data

There are still no shifts in supply prices in the countryside residential real estate market: the average level of
price remains stable, at the same time the deficit of supply in the more liquid niches predetermines the price
growth in the more liquid and popular projects, first of all, at the final readiness stage.
The price indices in new settlements, which entered the market in February, turned out to be the following: in
FORTOPS settlement the price of a cottage at the stage of construction amounted to 87,000 rub./sq.m., and the
cost of a land plot – 180, 000 rub./sotka; in Berestovo Club project the cottages are offered at the initial stage of
construction measuring 350-620 sq.m. on the land plots of 15-25 sotkas at the price of $1.1-$1.9 mln.; the price
of one sotka without a building contract in “Dmitrovka Village 2” settlement starts from 120, 000 rub/sotka, and
upon the purchase of a building contract – 100, 000 rub./sotka.
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